
SHARPENING MACHINE

Deguy-Conge has been established in Haute-Marne 
for more than a century now, in the heart of one of 
the largest cutting utensils regions and fabricates 
knives and blades mainly for agricultural and food-
processing uses.

Designed to accommodate specific tools, the Deguy-Conge sharpening machine allows you to sharpen most 
of straight or curved blades for balers, loader wagons….
The sharpening machine is equipped with a controlled pressure system between the grindstone and the 
knife: The sharpening process is made by several successive movements (back and forth motion), without 
intervention on the head of grinding. A mechanical system maintains a constant pressure of the grinding wheel 
on the knife.
Its lubricant system under fluid cools down the blade during the operation and protects the quality and the 
original characteristics of the bevel.

The Sharpening solutions for your knives:
- The safest
- The most reliable
- The less expansive
- The most successful
- The professional one

An upgradeable machine...
... matches your needs!



DEGUY-CONGE 
3, Grand’Rue
52000 Luzy-sur-Marne
France

Tél. : +33 (0)3.25.31.16.33  
Fax : +33 (0)3.25.31.22.88
email : info@deguy-conge.fr
Internet : www.deguy-conge.fr

Our sharpening machine: the obvious choice!

- Simple & strong built design
- Easy to handle and to use
- For setting up: only angle and height

Simplicity and reliability: 

Designed and patented Machine by a knives manufacturer 
 

Patent N°EP2014411 A, 2007/07/10

- Integrated cooling system: No heating of knives
- Heat treatment protected 
- Compliance with original shape 
- Minimum efforts, a high velocity

Performance and quality:

- Versatility on numerous model of knives (set of sizes)
- Simplified mobility for a use in warehouse or outdoor
- Low operating cost

Versatility and economy:

- Central Motor switching and overload protected
- Automatic stop of the grindstone in case of rising up the head 
- Safety standards & EC standards

Security:


